
Chapter Eleven COLLECTIVE SECURITY
AND THE
WAR IN KOREA

THE ACTION TAKEN by the United Nations in 1950 to

halt the attack on South Korea has been heralded as the first experi-
ment in collective security.

1 The implication is that a radical break

with the traditional foreign policy of nations has occurred; power
politics, we are told, has been replaced by police action of the

world community. Quite likely, many who suffered in the Korean
War on our side have been comforted by the thought that they
served the cause of law enforcement by community action, although
others who* believe that no vital interests of their country were at

stake may have found the ordeal harder to bear. Whatever the

emotional reaction, it is necessary to investigate dispassionately
whether a turning point in world politics was reached when the

United Nations flag was unfurled in Korea. On the answer may
depend what future policy we and others are entitled to expect of

this country.

It may sound like quibbling to ask whether Korea was an ex-

ample of "collective security/
'

Obviously, the answer depends on

the definition of the term. If one chooses to make collective secu-

rity include every collective action undertaken for defensive pur-

poses by a group of nations, then the Korean intervention by the

United States and its associates falls under the term. As a matter

of fact, it has become the habit of official spokesmen of our govern-
ment to use the term in this way. For instance, they speak of NATO
as a means of "collective security," although the treaty was legally

1 This chapter is reprinted, with minor changes, from The Yale Review,
Vol. XLIII, No. 4 (June, 1954) , by permission of the publisher.
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justified by reference to Article 51 of the United Nations Charter,

which explicitly permits "collective self-defense" in cases where the

universal collective security provisions of the United Nations fail

to protect a victim of aggression. But there is nothing new or revo-

lutionary in nations' aligning themselves for purposes of defense

against their common national foes. Except for countries that pur-

sue a "going it alone" policy, such conduct has been traditional

among the members of multistate systems. But what exponents of

the principle of collective security have in mind is to urge nations

to change the customary direction of their defense policy. They
call upon them to go beyond aligning themselves with one another

only to meet threats emanating from common national enemies and

instead to embrace a policy of defense directed against aggression

in general or, more precisely, against any aggressor anywhere. Hav-

ing made arrangements to name the aggressor by community deci-

sion, nations instead of reserving their power to defend or enforce

their national interests would be lined up like a police force to

strike against any country, friend or foe, that had been declared

an aggressor. Such a policy would constitute a radical break with

tradition.

Since there are fundamental differences between these two types

of collective action, with only one of them constituting a break

from traditional national foreign policy, to avoid confusion and

misunderstanding the two should be distinguished by the use of

different labels. And since "collective security'* has become the sym-
bol for a break with power politics, it should be reserved for action

that meets this test. It will be so used in this discussion, while

other types of multilateral defensive action will be called, "collective

defense." Aside from semantics then, the problem is whether inter-

vention in Korea represents a radical break with the traditional

foreign policy of nation-states and, as a consequence, fulfills the

expectations widely held for "collective security."

How serious a break with tradition the policy of collective secu-

rity would be is evident when one considers what risks and sacrifices

nations would incur in order to make such a policy effective and

meaningful. Provisions and commitments for police action pre-

sumably would add nothing to the protection that victims of aggres-

sion have enjoyed under the old system unless such victims could

now expect more military assistance than they would have received

otherwise. The exponents of collective security have stressed this

point, advocating a system under which, they assume, overwhelming
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force would be placed behind the law and at the disposal of a

victim of attack. As in municipal affairs, the power of the police

usually would suffice to deter any would-be attacker and thereby
serve to maintain the peace rather than merely to punish the

offender.

For collective security to add in this way to the strength of the

defense and to the chances of deterrence, some nations, including
one or more of the great powers, must be prepared to resort to

force that is, for all practical purposes, go to war whereas if they
had not been devoted to the principle of collective security, they
would have remained neutral or fought on the side of the aggressor.
Instead of being allowed to reserve their military strength for the

exclusive task of balancing the power of countries considered a

threat to themselves or their allies, nations committed to a policy
of collective security must divert their strength to struggles in re-

mote places or, worse still, take action against friends and allies on
whom reliance had been placed for defense against common foes.

In extreme cases, a nation might even be called upon to defend

and strengthen a foe at the expense of a friend or ally, if this ally

were condemned as an aggressor.

If these should seem to be farfetched contingencies, French expe-

rience, as well as possibilities now facing this country, prove them

to be anything but theoretical. When Italy attacked Ethiopia the

French were urged in the name of collective security to participate
in sanctions and if need be military sanctions against Italy, a coun-

try which had just become a virtual ally against Germany (then

considered France's number-one opponent); in the Korean War
France came under pressure to divert more of her strength to the

fight with the North Koreans and Chinese aggressors at a time

when she already felt too weak at home even to dare consent to

German rearmament.

To justify the assertion that collective security became a living

reality in the Korean War, it is necessary to show that one or more

countries proved ready to run the risks and consent to the sacri-

fices that this radical break with traditional defense policy pre-

supposes. This means inquiring whether there is evidence that such

a switch to defense against aggression per se was made by the United

States and its associates. Before doing so, it may be worthwhile to

ask whether it is possible to conceive of incentives that might be

powerful enough to induce nations to change their habits in so

radical a fashion.
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Those who seek to make a case for collective security, either

as having become a reality or as being a practical goal for the

future, argue along two lines, one more idealistic, the other more

realistic. Nations, it is said, might take up arms against any aggres-

sor anywhere simply because the crime of aggression arouses their

moral indignation. The existence of such indignation both here

and abroad is not in doubt. The desire to see perpetrators of

wanton attack stopped and punished is widespread in a world with

so much experience of brutal attack on weak and peaceful peoples.

Yet, it is one thing to be indignant; it is another to be prepared

to plunge one's country into war (though it be called police action)

especially in an age of increasing wartime horror and destruction.

Even aside from narrow nationalist preoccupations which might

lessen the ardor for punitive action on behalf of the world com-

munity, there is reason to doubt whether moral indignation alone

can be relied upon to carry nations into military action when no

vital national interests push them in the same direction. In order

to have a chance, it seems that collective security itself would have

to appeal to those interests traditionally considered vital to the

nation.

According to the more realistic argument, such a vital interest

is in fact at stake, although nations may often fail to realize it. The

argument rests on what has been called the principle of "indivis-

ible peace/' If aggression is allowed to go unpunished anywhere,

it is said, potential aggressors will be encouraged everywhere, and

as a result no nation will be secure. Instead, if any aggressor any-

where is stopped or deterred by overwhelming police power, all

other potential aggressors will understand the warning and cease

to constitute a threat. Thus, by a kind of detour, nations which

for reasons of collective security are forced to divert strength or to

weaken alignments against specific opponents gain more security

in the end, even against their national foes.

A discussion of Korea might appear necessarily to focus attention

on the United Nations rather than on its members. In a sense this

is true. Had no world organization such as the United Nations

existed in 1950, there could have been no question of police action

on behalf of the world community. Collective security presupposes
that the aggressor be named and condemned by means of some rec-

ognized procedure; resort to violence in defense of the law against

such an aggressor must be authorized by an organization which can

claim to speak for the community. Yet no provisions, resolutions,
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commands, or recommendations of a world organization of sov-

ereign nations can suffice to make collective security a reality. It

can become real only by the employment of military power for

police purposes; the decision rests with the members who possess
such military power and can use it for collective security if they
will. In regard to the United Nations, the question is merely
whether it did its part in inducing members of the organization
to take police action on its behalf and under its auspices.
This is not the place to investigate whether the Charter of the

United Nations was aimed at collective security as defined here

or whether it offered the best means of inducing countries to act

in accordance with this principle. The veto provision certainly
allowed members to assume that they never would be expected to

participate in police action which would seriously antagonize one
or more of the major powers. Furthermore, Article 43 left the

Implementation of any commitment to participate in such action

to subsequent negotiations which have not taken place. However,
when the members of the United Nations subscribed to the pur-
pose of the organization as being "to take effective collective meas-
ures ... for the suppression of acts of aggression," they accepted
the principle of common defensive action against any aggressor any-
where. Their legal or at least moral obligation to do so whenever
the competent organs of the United Nations order or recommend
such action would seem to be beyond doubt, unless one were to

assume that the "inherent right of self-defense" permits nations to

beg out of any military action that would endanger their security.
If one accepted this reservation, the Charter could not be said to

create much legal embarrassment for members who wanted to avoid
the risks of collective security.
The attack by the North Koreans occurred on June 25, 1950.

On the same day, the Security Council in the absence of the Soviet

delegate, determined that a breach of the peace had occurred. It

called upon North Korea to withdraw its forces and proceeded to

invite its members "to render every assistance to the United Nations
in execution of this resolution/' Some hours prior to the second

meeting of the Council on June 27, the United States government
announced that it had ordered American air and sea forces to go
to the assistance of South Korea for the specific purpose of executing
the June 25 resolution of the Security Council. If this were
not enough to qualify American intervention as United -Nations

action, the Security Council identified itself with the action of
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the United States by voting on the same day that urgent military

measures were required. The members were now called upon to

furnish assistance of the kind necessary to repel the attack. From

then on, the action of the United States and its associates was

carried forward in the name of the United Nations, under the

United Nations flag, and under a unified United Nations command

set up by the United States in accordance with a resolution of the

Security Council. Limited to recommendations, the United Nations

continued to put what little pressure it could on its members to

get them to participate or to make larger contributions; at the

same time it sought to influence the United Nations command in

the conduct and termination of the war, acting in this respect as

a restraining factor.

Aside from this rather marginal though not unimportant role

played by the United Nations itself, the character of the action in

Korea must be judged by the decisions and acts of the United States

and its associates. It would seem permissible, in fact, to concentrate

on the conduct of the United States because the other nations which

made contributions to the defense of South Korea might conceivably
have done so as friends and allies of the United States, whether

this country were acting traditionally in what it considered to be

its national interest and that of its friends or were conducting

police action on the principle of collective security.

It is not a simple matter to discover whether or not United States

intervention in Korea qualifies as collective security in the restricted

sense in which the term is used here. The motivations of the chief

architects of the policy are not decisive. The devotion of men like

Mr. Truman and Mr. Acheson to the idea of collective security as

they conceived it is not in doubt, any more than their desire to

prevent the United Nations from suffering the same dismal fate

that befell the League of Nations at the time of Italy's aggression

against Ethiopia.
What is being asked is whether the United States, even if it

believed itself to be engaging in police action in conformity with
the concept of collective security, did in fact break with traditional

national defense policy by accepting the kind of risks that such a

break presupposes. If the aggressor had been South Korea rather

than North Korea, the answer could not be in doubt. To take up
arms in that case against South Korea would have meant siding
with this country's chief national enemy, the Soviet bloc, and

strengthening the Communist countries at the expense of a coun-
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try on which the United States could have relied as an ally in the

cold war. No more striking proof could have been given of unquali-
fied American support for police action against any aggressor any-
where. But, the aggressor was Communist North Korea backed by
the Soviet Union. It becomes necessary therefore to investigate how
intervention in these circumstances looked from the point of view

of American security interests as interpreted in Washington at the

time.

Speaking negatively first: the United States obviously was no-t

taking up arms against a friend or ally. On the contrary, it was

setting out to stop expansion by the Soviet bloc, thus serving what

had long been proclaimed to be the major goal of American foreign

policy. It might be argued, however, that in extending the "con-

tainment" policy to Korea the United States was diverting military

power from Europe, which was considered the chief danger area.

As the war proceeded, and American involvement exceeded all early

expectations, much fear of such diversion was in fact expressed in

Europe. But in this country, the opinion continued to prevail that

in terms of the cold war it would have been even more danger-
ous for Europe if Communist aggression had gone unpunished in

Asia. Moreover, powerful groups in Congress had long pressed for

a stronger stand against Communism in Asia. Thus while the sacri-

fices in men and resources borne by the American people in the

course of the Korean War were far in excess of even the most pessi-

mistic initial expectations, they did not include the sacrifice or

diversion of defensive military power from the tasks of the cold war.

Instead, the rearmament effort provoked by Communist aggression
in Korea led to a multiplication of this power.
The fact that no sacrifice in terms of national protection against

a major enemy was involved is not enough, however, to explain

why this country should have decided to resort to military force.

Except for a radical break with tradition, nations are not expected
to take up arms unless there are interests at stake that they con-

sider vital. Accordingly, the apparent absence of any vital Amer-

ican interest in South Korea made it seem as if devotion to col-

lective security alone could have induced the United States to

intervene. It was known that our civilian and military leaders did

not consider the defense of the Thirty-eighth Parallel or the pres-

ervation of a free South Korea a matter of vital strategic importance
to this country, despite the fact that loss of the area to the Com-
munists would have rendered Japan more vulnerable to attack.
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff had reached this decision at the time

American troops were withdrawn from the territory of the Republic
of Korea, long before Secretary Acheson made his famous "perim-

eter" speech. It is also true that the United States was not bound

by any treaty of alliance to go to the assistance of South Korea.

However, this lack of what might be called a local strategic interest

and the absence of any specific commitment to assist South Korea,

other than that implied in the United Nations Charter, do not

suffice to prove that vital interests of the United States were not

at stake. Rather, one can discern a threefold American interest of

exactly the kind that governments thinking along the line of tra-

ditional power politics would normally consider serious enough to

justify military action if not to make it imperative.

In the first place, according to the views prevailing in both politi-

cal parties at the time of the North Korean attack, any further

expansion in any direction on the part of the Soviet bloc consti-

tuted a threat to American security. The "containment" policy was

under attack not because it went too far in this respect but because

it was thought too negative. As a matter of established policy, then,

no area adjoining the Soviet Empire was held to be strategically

nonvital; any addition to territory behind the Iron Curtain would
threaten to upset an already precarious world balance of power.

In the second place, the United States was vitally interested in

proving to its European allies that they could rely on American

military assistance in case of a Soviet attack. NATO, this country's
main bulwark against the threat from the East, was weakened by

European fears of a resurgence of isolationism in this country. It

was strongly felt, therefore, particularly by Secretary Acheson, that

if South Korea were left at the mercy of the attacker, all of Russia's

weak neighbors and there were none but weak neighbors would
lose what confidence they gradually had gained that this country
meant business when it promised to prevent further Soviet conquest.
As if this were not enough, there was a third reason for this

country to be most seriously interested in not allowing a challenge

by its number-one enemy to go without military response. The
United States was engaged in a vast and strenuous effort to unite

the entire free world in a common effort of defense against the

Soviet and Communist menace. From most countries, particularly
in Asia, it had not succeeded in obtaining commitments of mutual
assistance of the kind customarily laid down in treaties of bilateral

or multilateral alliance. Therefore, all other non-Communist coun-
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tries were committed to common defense against Communist aggres-

sion only if they could be made to accept the United Nations

Charter as such a commitment. From the point of view of American

security policy, consequently, it was of paramount importance that

the United Nations be made to serve as a substitute for a formal

alliance of the free world. If there were any chance of achieving
this result and subsequent events showed how slim the chance was

it could only be done by demonstrating that under the Charter

the United States considered itself committed to take up arms

against the North Korean aggressor.
If it is correct, then, to assert that strong American national

interests, beyond an interest in collective security, pointed in the

direction of intervention in Korea, certain conclusions can be drawn

concerning the character of this action. In order to avoid miscon-

ceptions, it is important to point out certain other conclusions

which do not follow from what has been said.

In the first place, because the resort to force against North Korea

served to maintain and even to strengthen this country's power
position relative to its major national opponent, it cannot be con-

sidered the kind of break with tradition earlier defined as a pre-

requisite of effective collective security. However, this does not

mean that the Korean action did not represent a drastic change
or call it a break in United States policy. This country demon-
strated its intent to stop Soviet and satellite aggression everywhere,

thereby identifying its interests with those of the entire non-Com-

munist world. This is a far cry from earlier isolationist policies

which sought national security in withdrawal from areas of conflict.

Moreover, the fact that American security interests were at stake

does not prove that the Administration or the public would have

considered them sufficiently vital to warrant a resort to1 force if

defense of these interests had not coincided with the assertion of

the principle of United Nations police action against aggression.

Faith in this principle may at least help to explain the almost

unanimous support Mr. Truman received at the start of the war.

In the second place, despite the popularity that collective secu-

rity undoubtedly enjoyed in 1950, American military action against

a member of the Soviet bloc cannot be taken as evidence that this

country would be prepared to follow the same road in the case of

an aggressor who was not a member of the Soviet bloc, or had

attacked a member of that bloc. Here the national interest as tra-

ditionally understood and the interest in collective security would
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not coincide; instead, they might run directly counter to each

other. 2

Korea, then, has not established the practicability or reality of

collective security in the sense the term is used here. Instead of

being a case of nations' fighting "any aggressor anywhere" and for

no other purpose than to punish aggression and deter potential

aggressors, intervention in Korea was an act of collective military

defense against the recognized number-one enemy of the United

States and of all the countries that associated themselves with its

action. If would-be aggressors have reached the same conclusion,

they will not be deterred by the Korean War unless they belong
to the Soviet bloc.

This is disheartening news to those who have placed their faith

in deterrence through collective security, unless they believe that

aggression by non-Communist countries is out of the question any-

way. Disappointment of the high hopes placed on the "first experi-

ment in collective security" should be weighed, however, against

possible advantages accruing to this country for not having com-

mitted itself by precedent to fight all aggressors everywhere.

While it will always remain a matter of controversy whether a

certain commitment or course of action is or is not in the national

interest, one may assume wide agreement on the proposition that

in the present circumstances this country cannot afford seriously to

jeopardize its ability to balance the power of the Soviet bloc. If

this is so, any military action against an aggressor would run counter

to the elementary rules of prudence if it threatended to tip the

balance in favor of the Soviets. It need not do- so in the case of

every non-Communist aggressor. One can imagine cases of aggres-

sion by a non-Communist country against another non-Communist

country in which the United States would have more to lose from

allowing such aggression to be successful than from weakening and

antagonizing the aggressor and his friends. In some instances there

might be grave danger in allowing violence to continue and spread.
But it needs little imagination to see how rare the cases are likely

to be in which military intervention against a non-Communist coun-

try would favor this country's security position in the cold war.

One need think only of the disastrous consequences that might fol-

2 The Suez crisis of 1956 during which Britain, France, and Israel attacked

Egypt occurred after these lines were written. The American reaction and its

bearing on the problem of collective security is discussed in Chapter 12, "Collec-

tive Defense versus Collective Security/'
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low from a resort to force against, say, one of the Arab countries,

or against Yugoslavia, or against a member of NATO. These con-

sequences would be particularly grave if a large part of American

military strength had to be diverted to such an operation.
A commitment to intervene would be most serious if a non-

Communist country launched an attack on a member of the Soviet

bloc. While it is to be hoped that this will remain a theoretical

contingency, it nevertheless must be taken into consideration. Police

action in such instances necessarily would favor the Soviet bloc if

not lead to Soviet expansion; it would be hard enough for the

United States to remain on the sidelines while one of its erstwhile

allies was being defeated by Communist "police" forces. In the

present situation, when this country and the other members of the

free world are having the greatest trouble mustering enough
strength for their defense against the East, how could their states-

men risk destroying what non-Communist solidarity and common
defense positions now exist, even if in doing so they were serving
the cause of collective security and the deterrence of future aggres-

sion?

This does not answer the moral question. Some insist that it

is the duty of nations to participate in police action because peace
and the establishment of the rule of law in the world require that

aggressors be stopped or punished. This means placing higher value

on such punishment than on national self-defense whenever the two

conflict. Against this view it can be argued on moral grounds that

when as today everything the American people and most free peo-

ples cherish, from independence to their way of life, is in grave

danger of Soviet and Communist attack, precedence must be given
to the defense of these values. After all, even staunch supporters
of collective security are apt somewhere to draw a line beyond
which nations cannot be expected to go in their devotion to- the

cause of police action; they will not expect governments to commit
national suicide for the sake of observing the long-run interests of

the world community.
But what about world public opinion? Will people abroad not

be shocked to learn that the United States cannot be counted upon
to use force against all aggressors, Communist or non-Communist,
and will this not make enemies for this country? Where the public
stands on this issue is a matter of conjecture. Experience during
the Korean War may be revealing, however. This country was given
almost unanimous and in most cases enthusiastic moral support by
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articulate opinion throughout the non-Communist world when it

first took up arms to stop the North Koreans. Yet, when the ques-

tion arose of taking more forceful action against Red China after

that country had been declared an aggressor, condemnation of any

such "adventurous" or "militaristic" move was hardly less wide-

spread. Liberal opinion always most keen to see collective security

appliedwas now most vigorously opposed to any extension of the

war.

The reason for this apparent inconsistency is not hard to discover.

Punishment of an aggressor is desired but not if it means plunging

nations into major war, in this case a world war, and not even

perhaps if it means gravely endangering the immediate security of

nations. "Before the great powers can join in sacrifices of blood

and treasure to keep the peace in regions where they have no real

interest," as Samuel Flagg Bemis said, prior to the Korean War,

"a great transformation of will must take place among the peoples

of the nations." This would still seem to hold true, more particu-

larly so, of course, where intervention runs directly counter to these

"real interests." Thus, however tempting a system of collective secu-

rity may appear in the abstract, its implementation in the case of

aggressors of considerable military power runs into serious objec-

tions on the grounds of morality as well as of prudence.
If it is doubtful, to say the least, whether this country will inter-

vene against any aggressor anywhere, serious disadvantages will ac-

crue to it if the popular label of "collective security" is applied to

United States foreign policy. There is first the danger of future

disillusionment. There has been some already because Red China,

found guilty of aggression by the United Nations, did not receive

the same punishment as North Korea, the weaker country. If the

expectation takes root that American military forces will be avail-

able against any aggressor anywhere and if in some future instance

this expectation is disappointed, the bitterness of the victim of an
attack and its friends might have embarrassing consequences.
A second disadvantage also has been borne out by the events.

If the American people are made to believe that this country in-

volved itself in a costly and in many ways inconclusive war for no
other interest than to serve the cause of collective security, is it

surprising that there is resentment against other members of the

United Nations who failed to live up to a principle to which they
were no less committed than the United States? Such criticism of

our friends and allies may be silenced if it is understood that this
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country in fact did have what were then considered to be very

pressing national interests in stopping the North Koreans. It will

also be better appreciated that some of the other members of the

United Nations, including India, went quite far in backing the

United Nations when, in disregard of what they believed to be their

interest in neutrality, they voted to authorize the actions of the

United States and its associates and to condemn the North Koreans
and Chinese as aggressors.

It may be objected that if Korea has not opened the way for a

universal system of collective security against all aggression, then
it has served merely to demonstrate once more the tragic hold that

power politics has on the nations even of the free world. The
United Nations as a security organization, it will be said, can have
no place in such a world. Such conclusions are not warranted. The
United States and its associates made good on a policy of "collec-

tive defense of the free world" carried out under the authority and
control of the United Nations. While the control was weak, it

nevertheless brought a restraining influence to bear on one of the

world's greatest powers engaged in a bitter and costly defensive

struggle. The one great contribution to the development of more
lawful conditions in the world which this country can claim to have
made in Korea consists therefore in its willingness to recognize the

authority of the United Nations over actions that required sacrifices

mainly from the American people. If some deplore the way in

which the majority in the General Assembly exercised this control,

believing that it would have been better for this country and the

free world to have fought for victory at all costs, they give testimony
thereby to the price countries may have to pay for the advantages
of having collective defense operate according to the rules and with
the approval of an international organization.
As to the United Nations itself, it gained stature because it proved

useful to the free world in its defense against Communist aggression
without having to give up its universal character and its mediatory
potentialities. Obviously, its role has been a more modest one than
that contemplated by the exponents of collective security. Instead

of being able to order the bulk of its members to fight aggressors
whatever their relations to the aggressor, all the United Nations
could do was to name the aggressor, to authorize and recommend
action by its members, to lend its name to their action, and to

seek to exert influence on the way this action was carried out and
terminated. If nations will resort to force only against national
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opponents when it accords with their national defense interests,

as was true in Korea, the United Nations must limit itself to func-

tions that are consistent with the needs of collective defense of like-

minded countries. This has now been shown to be a practical and

beneficial way of using an organization which, it should be added,

has many important tasks to perform other than to stop or punish

aggression.


